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Photoreduction of oxoisoaporphine (OIA) (1-aza-benzo-[de]anthracen-7-one) and its 5-methoxy (5-MeO-
OIA) derivative by selected amines (two non-R-hydrogen-donating amines (1,4-diaza[2.2.2]-bicyclooctane
(DABCO) and 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine (TMP)) and three R-hydrogen-donating amines (triethylamine
(TEA), diethylmethylamine (DEMA), and dimethylethylamine (DMEA))) has been studied in deaerated neat
acetonitrile solutions using laser flash and steady-state photolysis. The triplet excited states of OIA and 5-MeO-
OIA are characterized by intense absorption maxima located at λmax ) 450 nm and lifetimes of 34.7 ( 0.5
and 44.6 ( 0.4 µs, respectively. In the presence of tertiary amines, both triplets are quenched with a rate
constant that varies from the near diffusion limit (>109 M-1 s-1) to a rather low value (∼107 M-1 s-1) and
shows the expected dependence on the reduction potential for one-electron-transfer reactions. The transient
absorption spectra observed after quenching of the respective triplet states are characterized by distinct
absorption maxima located at λmax ) 480 and 490 nm (for OIA and 5-MeO-OIA, respectively) and accompanied
by broad shoulders in the range of 510-560 nm. They were assigned to either solvent-separated radical ion
pairs and/or isolated radical anions. In the presence of R-hydrogen-donating amines these species undergo
protonation that leads to the formation of neutral hydrogenated radicals A1H•/A2H• with two possible sites
of protonation, N and O atoms. Pulse radiolysis and molecular modeling together with TD-DFT calculations
were used to support the conclusions about the origin of transients.

Introduction

Oxoisoaporphines are a family of oxoisoquinoline-derived
alkaloids that have been isolated from Menispermaceae and
Sciadotenia toxifera as the sole known natural sources.1-3 It
has been claimed that these compounds could be phytoalexins
generated by plants against pathogen infections.4-7 Some of
these compounds derivatives also have DNA binding affinity
and cytotoxicity against different tumor cell lines. Moreover, it
was found that aminoalkanamido derivatives are selective
acetylcholinesterase inhibitors.8,9

The only photochemical studies performed so far on these
compounds are those for 2,3-dihydro-oxoisoaporphines.10-12 It
was found that the photoreduction mechanism is a stepwise
electron-proton-electron transfer process. In a primary step,
it involves the radical ion pair complex formation by a single
electron transfer from the amine to the excited triplet state of
the 2,3-dihydro-oxoisoaorphines. Within the radical ion pair, a
proton transfer from the amine radical cation to the radical anion

of the 2,3-dihydro-oxoisoaporphine generates the neutral hy-
drogenated radical ANH•. The latter radical undergoes a second
electron transfer from the more reductive imine radical, leading
to the N-hydrogenated anion ANH-. On the other hand, an
iminium cation of amine gives origin to aldehydes, secondary
amines, and diethylaminobutadiene.10,11

The photoreduction mechanism was elaborated based on
spectral identification of all the intermediates involved in the
photoreduction process and analysis of stable photoproducts.
Additional support was obtained from semiempirical quantum
mechanical calculations using the ZINDO/S method on the
PM3-optimized structures of transient species. They allowed
spectral assignments of all intermediates involved. Furthermore,
the spectral predictions for isolated radical anions (A•-), not
observable in photochemically induced processes, were con-
firmed by pulse radiolysis of acetonitrile solutions containing
2,3-dihydro-oxoisoaporphines.13

The oxoisoaporphines studied in the current work (Chart 1,
1-aza-benzo-[de]anthracen-7-one (A1) and its 5-methoxy deriva-
tive (A2)) are structural analogs of some biologically relevant
compounds, namely, phenylphenalenone phytoalexins. They
were recognized for their antifungal activity4-7 attributed either
to radicals or singlet oxygen formation or to bacterial DNA
intercalation. Therefore, the role of radical species generated
by electron transfer from or to phytoalexins is important and
cannot be disregarded in their action mechanism.
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The main difference between 2,3-dihydro-oxoisoaporphines
studied previously and oxoisoaporphines studied currently (Chart
1) arises from the aromatic character of the ring-containing N
atom in the latter compounds, which causes in consequence their
planarity.

Our studies include laser flash photolysis experiments in the
presence of various tertiary amines: two non-R-hydrogen-
donating amines (1,4-diaza[2.2.2]-bicyclooctane (DABCO) and
2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine (TMP)) and three R-hydrogen-
donating amines (triethylamine (TEA), diethylmethylamine
(DEMA), and dimethylethylamine (DMEA)). In doing this, it
was noticed that depending on the amine either back electron
transfer leading to starting substrates or proton transfer leading
to metastable photoproducts within the radical ion pair prevailed.

In this work we present laser flash photolysis (LFP) experi-
ments aiming at generation and spectral/kinetic characterization
of transients formed in the photoreduction process induced by
amines and complemented by pulse radiolysis (PR) experiments
and quantum mechanical calculations using the TD-DFT
method. These transients show distinctive absorption spectra
and evolve kinetically on different time domains, thus allowing
their detection and spectral/kinetic characterization by LFP and
PR.

In the current work we established a qualitative and partly
quantitative picture of the reaction mechanism as a function of
amine. These studies provide further evidence for the character
of intermediates involved in photoreduction of oxoisoaporphines
in the presence of amines. Moreover, they might be also of
relevance to electron-transfer processes occurring in phytoal-
exins and connected potentially with their activity against
pathogens.4,7

Experimental Section

Materials. Acetonitrile was purchased from J. T. Baker
or Merck, HPLC grade, and used as received. Triethylamine
(TEA), 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine (TMP), tribenzilamine
(TBzA), triallylamine (TAA), diethylmethylamine (DEMA),
dimethylethylamine (DMEA), triphenylamine (TPA), and
DABCO were all purchased from Aldrich. All liquid amines
were distilled in vacuum, trap-to-trap, sealed into glass tubes
at 10-4 mm Hg, and stored at -18 °C. Before each ex-
periment, a new tube was opened to ensure the freshness of
the amine. Triphenylamine was recrystallized from ethanol,
and DABCO was used as received. Solutions of solid amines
were prepared immediately before use.

Synthesis of Oxoisoaporphines. A1 and A2 were obtained
by the procedure reported by Favre et al.14 and by Walker et
al.15 and completely characterized as reported previously.16-18

Preparation of Solutions. All solutions for laser flash
photolysis experiments were prepared with absorbance ≈ 0.4
at an excitation wavelength of 355 nm, and concentration ≈
0.1 mM. Solutions (3 mL) of oxoisoaporphines in a 10 mm
fluorescence quartz cell sealed with a septum were purged for
20 min with N2 or Ar. Immediately after purging, an aliquot of

pure or diluted amine was added through the septum for the
quenching or spectral experiments.

Laser Flash Photolysis. Laser flash photolysis experiments
were performed with a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser, Quantel
Brilliant, with an excitation at 355 nm. The flash photolysis
setup was described previously.11,19,20

Triplet Quantum Yields. Triplet quantum yields for oxoi-
soaporphines were measured by energy transfer to �-carotene
using benzophenone as a standard. The measurements were
made by monitoring the 520 nm ∆OD corresponding to
�-carotene triplets21 of solutions of oxoisoaporphine and ben-
zophenone in acetonitrile, whose absorbances at 355 nm were
matched approximately to 0.2. Aliquots of �-carotene in benzene
were added to the former N2-purged solutions to ensure complete
energy transfer to �-carotene. ∆OD at 520 nm was measured,
measuring the impinging power with a pyroelectric power meter
Quantel model MPI-310. Triplet quantum yields (ΦT) were
calculated from the slope of plots of ∆OD520 versus laser power,
measured with the oxoisoaporphine and benzophenone, using
eq 1

where mOIA and mbzph are the slopes of the �-carotene triplet
absorption at 520 nm sensitized by oxoisoaporphine and
benzophenone, respectively, and ΦT

bzph is the triplet quantum
yield of benzophenone taken as 1.00.22

Pulse Radiolysis. Pulse radiolysis experiments were per-
formed with the INCT LAE 10 linear accelerator with typical
pulse lengths of 7-10 ns. The data acquisition system allows
for kinetic traces to be displayed on multiple time scales. A
detailed description of the experimental setup for optical
measurements has been given elsewhere along with the basic
details of the equipment and the data collection system.23,24 The
irradiation cell was supplied with a fresh solution by continuous
and controlled flow. The dose per pulse, which was determined
by thiocyanate dosimetry, was on the order of 18-20 Gy (1
Gy ) 1 J kg-1). Radiolytic yields are given in SI units as µmol
J-1, i.e., the number of product species in micromoles that are
generated for every Joule of energy absorbed by the solution.

All experiments were performed with a continuous flow of
sample solutions at room temperature (∼20 °C). Experimental
error limits are (10% unless specifically noted.

All solutions of oxoisoaporphines (0.1 mM) for pulse
radiolysis experiments were prepared freshly before experiments
in acetonitrile. Solutions were subsequently purged for at least
30 min per 200 mL of sample with the desired gas (Ar or O2)
before pulse irradiation.

Steady-State Photolysis. Solutions (3 mL) of oxoisoapor-
phine, with absorbances of between 0.20 and 1.40 at 366 nm,
were purged with N2 for 20 min in a 10 mm quartz fluorescence
cell sealed with a septum. Immediately after purging, an aliquot
of pure or dilute amine was added through the septum. The
changes of absorbance with time were followed on the Agilent
8453 diode array spectrophotometer. The solutions were pho-
tolyzed directly in the spectrophotometer cell holder with a 150
W Black Ray UV lamp equipped with a 366 nm filter.

Photoconsumption quantum yields (Φpc) were evaluated using
eq 2

CHART 1

ΦT ) (mOIA/mBzph)Φbzph
T (1)

Φpc ) (dC/dt)0/I°(1 - 10-Abs) (2)
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where (dC/dt)0 is the initial oxoisoaporphine disappearance rate
(M s-1), I° is the photon flux (einstein s-1), and Abs is the
absorption at an irradiation wavelength of 366 nm.

Variation in concentration of oxoisoaporphines was evaluated
from the absorbances measured at λ ) 376 and 380 nm for A1
and A2, respectively, using eq 3

where C0 was the initial concentration of oxoisoaporphine and
A0, At, and A∞ are the respective absorbances measured at t )
0, t, and ∞, respectively. Photon flux was determined by using
Aberchrome 540.25

NMR Experiments. NMR measurements were performed
with a Bruker Avance DRX-300 (300 MHz) spectrometer.
Reactions were carried out by a direct photoreduction of N2-
purged solutions containing a weighted amount of the oxoi-
soaporphine, typically 1 mg/mL in CD3CN. Solutions were
prepared directly in NMR tubes sealed with septa and N2 purged
for almost 20 min. After purging, an appropriate amount of
amine was added in more than 10-fold excess with respect to
the oxoisoaporphine. During photoreduction, several 1H NMR
spectra were recorded every few minutes until the spectrum
remains unchanged.

Quantum Mechanical Calculations. The geometry of the
species studied in this work was optimized by using the DFT
method with UB3LYP functional without constraints. Calcula-
tions were performed using a 6-311-G(d,p) basis set. The solvent
effect was included in calculations by using the continuum
solvation model26 for acetonitrile. DFT stationary points were
confirmed as energy minima by frequency analysis of the
optimized structures (no imaginary frequencies). The same
calculations give also the Gibbs free energy. Electronic transi-
tions of transient species were calculated by single-point
calculations using UB3LYP/6-311-G(d,p) with TD ) (Nstates
) 15) and SCRF ) acetonitrile. A similar approach has been
applied successfully to several radical systems.27-29

Spin contamination was negligible after annihilation of the
first spin contaminant for all the studied species; 〈s2〉 )
0.7500-0.7504 for radical anion species A•-, and the hydroge-
nated radicals AH•. For the triplets 3A1* and 3A2* 〈s2〉 ) 2.0005
and 2.0004, respectively. Therefore, spin contamination should
not affect spectral obtained values. Calculations were performed
with Gaussian 0330 in a PC cluster Intel Xeon with 18
processors.

Results

Laser Flash Photolysis and Pulse Radiolysis. Triplets:
Generation and Spectral/Kinetic Characterization. The tran-
sient absorption spectra formed 1 µs after the laser pulse
excitation of N2-saturated solutions of oxoisoaporphine (A1) and
5-methoxyoxoisoaporphine (A2) in acetonitrile show distinctive
absorption bands with λmax located at 450 nm (Figure 1). These
transients decay by first-order kinetics with lifetimes of 34.7 (
0.5 and 44.6 ( 0.4 µs for A1 and A2 (insert in Figure 1a),
respectively.

These absorptions were efficiently quenched by oxygen. The
assignment of these species to the triplet state of 3A1* and 3A2*
was made through energy-transfer experiments employing
�-carotene, a well-known triplet quencher, which has a triplet
energy of 80 kJ mol-1 31 and an intersystem crossing quantum
yield of practically zero.32 Thus, �-carotene triplet can only be
formed through an energy-transfer process from a suitable triplet

donor. Triplet quantum yields (ΦT) of 3A1* and 3A2* were
measured by energy transfer to �-carotene using benzophenone
as a standard (see Experimental Section) and found to be 1 for
both oxoisoaporphines. Moreover, the electronic transitions
calculated for 3A1* and 3A2* using TD-DFT match very well
the experimental spectra as far as the position of the absorption
maxima and the oscillator strengths (f) are concerned (Figure
1a and 1b). On the basis of the above facts, the absorption bands
observed were unequivocally assigned to the T-T absorption
of the respective oxoisoaporphines.

In order to estimate the triplet energy, ET, for both oxoi-
soaporphines (A1 and A2), the energy-transfer method was
applied. For that purpose, the rates of the quenching of the
respective T-T absorption with a selected set of energy
acceptors (ranging between 255 and 146 kJ mol-1) were
measured. The quenching process of 3A1* and 3A2* by selected
acceptors can be easily monitored by following the monoex-
ponential decay of both triplets at λ ) 450 nm. Thus, the rate
constants for the quenching of 3A1* and 3A2* were obtained
using eq 4

where ko is the triplet decay rate constant in the absence of
quencher, kq is the triplet rate constant with the quencher, and
[Q] is the quencher concentration in mol dm3. These rate
constants have been collected in Table 1S (see Supporting
Information). The inset in Figure 2 shows a representative plot
for the quenching of 3A1* by azulene.

The results presented in Table 1S (see Supporting Informa-
tion) enabled us to define the triplet energy, ET, for both

C ) C0(A0 - At)/(A0 - A∞) (3)

Figure 1. Triplet-triplet transient absorption spectra for (a) 5-methoxy-
oxoisoaporphine (A2) and (b) oxoisoaporphine (A1). Vertical bars
represent the position of the electronic transitions for 3A2* (Figure 1a)
and 3A1* (Figure 1b) calculated with the TD-DFT method. The height
of the bar is proportional to the oscillator strength (f). (Inset) Time
profile representing growth and decay of 3A2* at λ ) 450 nm.

kobs ) ko + kq[Q] (4)
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oxoisoaporphines (A1 and A2). The respective plot of the
quenching rate constants (kq) of the excited triplet state of A1
versus the triplet energy (ET) of the quencher is presented in
Figure 2. The estimated triplet energies, ET, for both oxoi-
soaporphines were found to be equal to 195.5 ( 3 and 193.5 (
3 kJ mol-1 for A1 and A2, respectively.

Quenching of triplet oxoisoaporphines 3A1* and 3A2* by
several amines containing R-located hydrogen atoms and without
R-located hydrogen atom were performed for different concen-
trations of amines. Quenching plots based on eq 4 were found
to be linear in all cases, from which second-order rate constants
shown in Table 1 have been extracted.

The quenching rate constants of the excited triplet states (3A*)
derived from oxoisoaporphine (A1) and 5-methoxy-oxoisoapor-
phine (A2) by selected amines vary from near diffusion limit
(>109 M-1 s-1) to a rather low values (∼107 M-1 s-1) (see Table
1). When non-hydrogen-donating amines such as TMP, TPhA,
and DABCO were used as electron donors for 3A*, the triplet
quenching rate constants, kET, shows the expected dependence
on the oxidation potentials of the respective amines because

with these amines only a one-electron transfer quenching of 3A
is possible, due to the lack of a transferable R-H. A close
inspection of the triplet quenching rate constants by hydrogen-
donating amines, such as TEA and TBzA, reveals a similar
dependence on the oxidation potentials, which strongly leads
to one-electron transfer quenching as a dominant process also
in the case of R-H-donating amines (see Table 1).

Radical Anions: Generation and Spectral/Kinetic Charac-
terization. A first attempt of generation of the radical anions of
the respective oxoisoaporphines (A1•-and A2•-) was performed
in the presence of the non-R-H-donating amines, i.e., TMP and
DABCO. When these amines were used as electron donors for
3A1* and 3A2*, new absorption bands appeared in the transient
spectra. Figure 3A shows the transient absorption spectra
obtained upon laser excitation of oxoisoaporphine (A1) in the
presence of excess DABCO (10 mM), in acetonitrile, and
recorded at selected times after the laser pulse.

In Figure 3, one can observe that the absorption band
corresponding to the triplet of A1 (3A1*) with λmax ) 450 nm
is replaced by a new absorption band with λmax ) 480 nm and
a pronounced broad shoulder in the range of 500-600 nm
already at 1 µs after the pulse (Figure 3A, curve a). This
observation is not surprising in view of a high quenching rate
constant of 3A1* by DABCO (see Table 1). With the elapse of
time this absorption spectrum decayed uniformly at all wave-
lengths (Figure 3A, curves b-e) without forming any new
absorption bands (Figure 3A, curve f). Similar spectral behavior
was observed when 3A2* was quenched by excess DABCO (12
mM). A new absorption spectrum was characterized by an

Figure 2. Plot of the quenching rate constants of the excited triplet
state of 3A1* versus the triplet energy of (a) perylene, (b) azulene, (c)
rhodamine-6G, (d) acridine orange, (e) naphtalene, and (f) quinoxaline.22

(Inset) Representative plot for the quenching of 3A1* by azulene
according to eq 1.

TABLE 1: Quenching Rate Constants of the Excited Triplet
States (3A*) Derived from Oxoisoaporphine (A1) and
5-Methoxyoxoisoaporphine (A2) by Selected Amines

amine
reduction potential

[V]a vs NHEb R-H

3A1* kET

[M-1 s-1]

3A2* kET

[M-1 s-1]

TMP 1.3633c no 8.9 × 106 9.6 × 106

[2.5 × 107]d

TBzA 1.2634 yes 1.1 × 107 1.2 × 107

TAA yes 1.4 × 107 9.2 × 106

TPhA 1.2235 no 9.5 × 107 1.0 × 108

DEMA yes 1.4 × 109 1.0 × 109

DMEA yes 1.3 × 109 1.0 × 109

TEA 1.0236 yes 1.1 × 109 1.2 × 109

1.1934,37

DABCO 0.8436,37 no 3.8 × 109 3.2 × 109

[4.3 × 109]d

a The IUPAC convention of writing couples as reduction
potentials is recommended. Even though the conversion of amine to
amine radical cation involves oxidation, it is preferable to write as
the reduction potential of the amine radical cation. The lower value
of the reduction potential of the amine radical cation corresponds to
increasing ease of oxidation of the amine. b Potentials were
expressed against NHE by adding 0.242 V to values measured
against SCE. c Value measured for piperidine.33 d Values measured
for 2,3-dihydro-oxoisoaporphine.11

Figure 3. (A) Absorption spectra recorded in N2-saturated acetonitrile
solutions containing 0.1 mM oxoisoaporphine (A1) and 10 mM
DABCO. Spectra were taken after the following time delays: (a) (0)
1, (b) (O) 5, (c) (∆) 10, (d) (3) 20, (e) (]) 50, and (f) (>) 150 µs after
laser pulse. (Inset) Short time profile representing decay at λ ) 480
nm. (B) Corrected absorption spectra (see explanation in the text)
recorded in acetonitrile solutions containing 0.1 mM oxoisoaporphine
(A1). Spectra were taken after the following time delays: (a) (O) 200
ns, (b) (∆) 2 µs, (c) (3) 8 µs, and (d) (]) 100 µs after electron pulse.
The shaded vertical bars represent the position of the calculated
electronic transitions for A1•-.
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absorption band with λmax ) 490 nm and a pronounced shoulder
ranging from 510 to 560 nm which with the elapse of time
decayed uniformly at all wavelengths without forming any new
absorption bands (data not shown) (see Figure 4A, curves d-g
for a similar behavior for A2 in the presence of TMP). These
absorptions decay with a lifetime τ ) 24 ( 0.5 µs.

At lower concentration of DABCO (7.6 µM), i.e., at condi-
tions in which the triplet of 5-methoxyoxoisoapophine (3A2*)
is still present 1 µs after the pulse, one can observe that the
absorption at λ ) 490 nm grows in with first-order kinetics.
The precursor of this transient is the triplet of A2 (3A2*) since
the decay trace monitored at λ ) 450 nm has a matched rate
with the growth rate at λ ) 490 nm (τ ) 9.7 µs) (for comparison
with TMP, see inset in Figure 4A).

Pulse radiolysis of acetonitrile solutions saturated with argon
or oxygen and containing A1 or A2 was performed in order to
decide whether the new spectra with λmax ) 480 and 490 nm
and a pronounced shoulder at 550 and 540 nm observed in
A1 and A2, respectively, can be assigned to radical anions of
A1•- and A2•- or to the respective ion-radical pairs A1•-/
Amine•+. In order to eliminate the contribution of radical cation
species (A1•+ and A2•+) in these spectra one has to subtract the
absorption spectra obtained in O2-saturated solutions from the

respective absorption spectra obtained in Ar-saturated solutions.
Thus, the corrected absorption spectra should correspond mainly
to the radical anions (A1•- and A2•-) with minor contribution
of triplets (3A1* and 3A2*) at shorter times and to the neutral
hydrogenated radicals (A1H• and A2H•) formed predominantly
through protonation by adventitious water at longer times. This
approach was successfully applied for 2,3-dihydrooxoisoapor-
phines.13

The corrected absorption spectra recorded in acetonitrile
solutions containing A1 at selected times after the pulse are
presented in Figure 3B. The spectrum recorded 200 ns (Figure
3B, curve a) is characterized by a distinct absorption band with
λmax ) 490 nm and a pronounced broad shoulder ranging from
510 to 610 nm and is very similar in a shape to the spectrum
generated photochemically in acetonitrile solutions containing
A1 in the presence of DABCO (Figure 3A, curve a). The only
difference resides in a small red shift (10 nm) of the location
of the maximum of the absorption band. The position of the
absorption maximum is in very good agreement with the
predicted electronic transition for the radical anion (A1•-)
calculated by TD-DFT methods (Figure 3B, Table 2S in
Supporting Information). With the elapse of time, this absorption
spectrum decayed uniformly at all wavelengths for the first
microseconds (Figure 3B, curve b). However, contrary to the
spectra generated photochemically, at 8 µs after the electron
pulse the recorded spectrum started to exhibit different features
(Figure 3B, curve c). It becomes broader with weakly developed
two absorption maxima. On the basis of our earlier results
obtained for 2,3-dihydrooxoisoaporphines, this might suggest
the presence of the neutral hydrogenated radicals (A1H•) (see
Neutral Hydrogenated Radicals: Generation and Spectral/Kinetic
Characterization).

Since the quenching rate constant of 3A1* and 3A2* by TMP
is lower by more than two orders of magnitude than for DABCO
(see Table 1), one could expect better resolution of a direct
transformation of 3A1* and 3A2* into respective radical anions
of A1 and A2, i.e., A1•-and A2•-. Figure 4A shows the transient
absorption spectra obtained upon laser excitation of 5-meth-
oxyoxoisoaporphine (A2) in the presence of excess TMP (12
mM), in acetonitrile, and recorded at selected times after the
laser pulse.

The absorption spectrum recorded 1 µs after the pulse (Figure
4A, curve a) exhibits identical features to that observed for the
triplet state of 5-methoxyoxoisoaporphine (3A2*) (Figure 1A).
With the further elapse of time, the spectrum started to develop
a shoulder on the red side (Figure 4A, curve b), which at 10 µs
after the pulse forms a reasonably distinct absorption band with
a maximum at λ ) 490 nm (Figure 4A, curve c). This absorption
reaches the maximum value at 20 µs (Figure 4A, curve d). At
50 µs after the laser pulse when the 450 nm absorption
disappeared completely, the spectrum is characterized by a well-
resolved distinct absorption band with λmax ) 490 nm and a
pronounced broad shoulder ranging from 510 to 610 nm (Figure
4A, curve e) and is very similar in shape to the spectrum
generated photochemically in acetonitrile solutions containing
A2 in the presence of DABCO (vide supra). Similarly, as in
the presence of DABCO, this absorption spectrum decayed
uniformly at all wavelengths without forming any new absorp-
tion bands (Figure 4, curves f-g).

Our earlier conclusion that the precursor of this transient is
the triplet of A2 (3A2*) was confirmed in the experiments when
TMP was a quencher. Again, the decay trace monitored at λ )
450 nm has a matched rate with the growth rate at λ ) 490 nm
(Figure 4A, inset; τ ) 4.6 ( 0.3 µs).

Figure 4. (A) Absorption spectra recorded in N2-saturated acetonitrile
solutions containing 0.1 mM 5-methoxyoxoisoaporphine (A2) and 12
mM TMP. Spectra were taken after the following time delays: (a) (0)
1, (b) (O) 5, (c) (∆) 10, (d) (3) 20, (e) (]) 50, (>) 100, and (g) (<)180
µs after laser pulse. (Inset) Short time profiles representing growth/
decay at λ ) 480/450 nm, respectively. (B) (0) Corrected absorption
spectrum (see explanation in the text) recorded in acetonitrile solutions
containing 0.1 mM 5-methoxyoxoisoaporphine. Spectrum was taken
200 ns after electron pulse. (O) Absorption spectrum recorded in N2-
saturated acetonitrile solutions containing 0.1 mM 5-methoxyoxoi-
soaporphine (A2) and 12 mM TMP. Spectrum was taken 50 µs after
laser pulse. The shaded vertical bars represent the position of the
calculated electronic transitions for A2•-. (Inset) Long time profile
representing decay at λ ) 490 nm in N2-saturated acetonitrile solutions
containing 0.1 mM 5-methoxy-oxoisoaporphine (A2) and 12 mM TMP.
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The corrected absorption spectrum generated by pulse radi-
olysis (vide supra for A1) and recorded in acetonitrile solutions
containing A2 at 200 ns after the electron pulse is presented in
Figure 4B. The spectrum recorded 200 ns (Figure 4B, curve a)
is characterized by a distinct absorption band with λmax ) 500
nm and a pronounced broad shoulder ranging from 510 to 610
nm and very similar in a shape to the spectrum generated
photochemically in acetonitrile solutions containing A2 in the
presence of TMP (Figure 4B, curve b). The only difference
resides, similarly as for A1, in a small red shift (10 nm) of the
location of the maximum of the absorption band. The position
of the absorption maxima are in a good agreement with the
predicted electronic transition for the radical anion (A2•-)
calculated by TD-DFT methods (Figure 4B, Table 2S in
Supporting Information).

At this point we draw attention also to the difference in a
kinetic behavior of the transients resulting from a direct triplet
quenching (3A1* and 3A2*) by DABCO and TMP and char-
acterized by the absorption maxima located at λmax ) 480 and
490 nm, respectively (Figure 3A, curve a, and Figure 4B, curve
b). With DABCO used as a quencher the lifetimes of the
transients derived from A1 and A2 were measured as τ ) 20
( 0.7 (see inset in Figure 3A) and 24 ( 0.0 µs, respectively.
Interestingly, with TMP as a quencher, the lifetimes of transients
have substantially increased. The lifetimes of the respective
transients derived from A1 and A2 were measured as τ ) 140
( 0.0 µs and 0.9 ( 0.1 ms (see inset for A2 in Figure 4B),
respectively.

Neutral Hydrogenated Radicals: Generation and Spectral/
Kinetic Characterization. Generation of the radical anions of
the respective oxoisoaporphines (A1•-and A2•-) was performed
in the presence of the R-H-donating amines, i.e., TEA, DEMA,
DMEA with respect to the expected formation of neutral
hydrogenated radicals (A1H• and A2H•). This expectation is
justified by the former studies when two hydrogen-donating
amine (TEA and TBzA) were used for the quenching of 2,3-
dihydrooxoisoaporphines triplets.11

Figure 5 shows the transient absorption spectra obtained upon
laser excitation of 5-methoxyoxoisoaporphine (A2) in the
presence of TEA, DEMA, and DMEA (∼10-4 M) and recorded
at selected times after the laser pulse. Similar spectral and kinetic
behaviors were observed when 3A1* was quenched by TEA,
DEMA, and DMEA (results not shown).

All three amines quenched the triplet of A2 (3A2*) very
efficiently with similar rate constants (∼10-9 M-1 s-1) (see Table
1). However, the features of the spectra recorded at the selected
times ranging from 1 to 150 µs differ significantly for these
amines. A similar spectral and kinetic behavior was observed
when 3A1* was quenched by TEA, DEMA, and DMEA (results
not shown).

For TEA, the earliest absorption spectrum is that observable
1 µs after the laser pulse and characterized by a broad absorption
spectrum with a distinct absorption band with λmax ) 410 and
430 nm and a weaker shoulder ranging from 460 to 500 nm
(Figure 5A, curve a). With the elapse of time the spectra
recorded at 5, 10, and 20 µs do not change their spectral features
significantly in the vicinity of the earlier observed absorption
maxima (Figure 5A, curves b-d); however, the second, reason-
ably distinct absorption band with λmax ) 490 nm appears
already 5 µs after the laser pulse (Figure 5A, curve b). Taking
into account the fact that the concentration of TEA was equal
to 7.6 × 10-5 M and the respective quenching rate constant of
3A2* by TEA (Table 2), one can easily calculate the lifetime
of 3A2* of about 11 µs. Therefore, one has to be aware that at

short times 3A2* still contributes in the spectra recorded (Figure
5A, curves a-d). Thus, the growth observed at 490 nm within
10 µs after the laser pulse (Figure 5A, inset) can be rationalized
as a formation of a transient observed earlier when 3A2* was
quenched by the non-R-H-donating amines, i.e., TMP and
DABCO (Figure 3A and 4). At longer time scale, starting from
50 µs, the broad absorption spectrum is characterized by three
absorption maxima located at λmax ) 410, 430, and 490 nm
(Figure 5A, curve e) but however not strongly developed. With
the elapse of time, this absorption spectrum started to decay
uniformly at all wavelengths (Figure 5A, inset) without forming
any new absorption bands (Figure 5A, curves e-g). By analogy
with the similar spectral and kinetic features observed with 2,3-
dihydrooxoisoaporphines,11 this absorption could be tentatively
attributed to the neutral hydrogenated radical A2H•. The
positions of the absorption maxima are in good agreement with
the predicted electronic transition for the radical A2H• calculated
by TD-DFT methods (see Figure 6B and further results of
quantum-mechanical calculations and a discussion that concerns
another possible structure of neutral hydrogenated radicals).

For DEMA, the earliest absorption spectrum is also that
observable at 1 µs after laser pulse and similarly as for TEA
characterized by a broad absorption spectrum with a distinct
absorption band with λmax ) 410 and 430 nm, in contrast to
TEA (Figure 5A, curve a) with the more intense absorption band
with λmax ) 490 nm (Figure 5B, curve a). Similarly, as for TEA,
the lifetime of 3A2* is about 10 µs, and at short times 3A2*
also contributes in the spectra recorded (Figure 5B, curves a-d).
Within the first 20 µs after the laser pulse the absorption
spectrum does not change much, except in the region where

Figure 5. Absorption spectra recorded in N2-saturated acetonitrile
solutions containing 0.1 mM 5-methoxyoxoisoaporphine (A2) and (A)
7.6 × 10-5M TEA, (B) 9.9 × 10-5M DEMA, and (C) 1.0 × 10-4 M
DMEA. Spectra were taken after the following time delays: (a) (0) 1,
(b) (O) 5, (c) (∆) 10, (d) (3) 20, (e) (]) 50, (>) 100, and (g) (<)150
µs after laser pulse. (Insets) Kinetic time profiles recorded at different
wavelengths, downward presentation: (A) 410, 430, and 490 nm; (B)
500, 480, 440, and 400 nm; (C) 500, 530, 480, and 440 nm.
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3A2* absorbs (see the kinetic trace at λmax ) 440 nm, in the
inset of Figure 5B). Within the further elapse of time this
absorption spectrum started to decay uniformly in the spectrum
range around 410 and 430 nm (Figure 5A, curves e-g), without
forming any new absorption bands. On the other hand, the
absorption band with λmax ) 490 nm decreases faster. Moreover,
it has to be noted that the intensity of the absorption band with
λmax ) 490 nm, contrary to TEA (Figure 5A, curve g), is higher
than the intensity of the absorption band with λmax ) 410 and
430 nm (Figure 5B, curve g). This last observation, taken
together with the spectral features of the absorption spectrum
observed in a presence of TEA (Figure 5A, curve g) suggests
that besides the neutral hydrogenated radicals A2H•, a transient
resulting from a direct quenching of 3A2* by DEMA also
contributes in the spectrum observed at the longest observable
time after laser pulse (Figure 5B, curve g). This might indicate
that formation of the neutral hydrogenated radicals A2H• is
slower when TEA was replaced by DEMA.

Interestingly, for DMEA, the earliest observable spectrum 1
µs after the laser pulse is characterized by the strong absorption
band with λmax ) 490 nm and two weaker shoulders located on
its both sides (Figure 5C, curve a). The absorption band together
with the shoulder on the IR side resembles absorption spectra
which were observed earlier when non-R-H-donating amines
(DABCO and TMP) were used as quenchers of 3A2* (vide
supra). As for the other amines used, taking into account the
fact that the concentration of DMEA was equal to 1.0 × 10-4

M and the respective quenching rate constant of 3A2* by DMEA
(Table 2), one can easily calculate the lifetime of 3A2* of 10
µs. Therefore, the shoulder seen in the region of 410-450 nm

within the first 50 µs (Figure 5C, curves a-e) after laser pulse
indicates the presence of 3A2*. With the elapse of time these
absorption spectra decayed uniformly at all wavelengths without
forming any new absorption bands (Figure 5C, curves b-g).

It is also noteworthy that the absorption band with λmax )
410 and 430 nm is present when TEA and DEMA were used
as quenchers of 3A2* (Figure 5A and 5B) has never been
developed (Figure 5C, curves f-g). At this point we draw
attention to the similarity in a kinetic and spectral behavior of
the transients resulting from a direct triplet quenching 3A2* by
the non-R-H-donating amines (DABCO and TMP) and DMEA.

Quantum Mechanical Calculations. Excited Triplet States
(3A1* and 3A2*). The most relevant spectroscopically active
electronic transitions along with the oscillator strengths for
triplets 3A1* and 3A2* have been calculated as described in
the Experimental Section. They are summarized in Table 2S
(Supporting Information). The most relevant spectroscopically
active electronic transitions for 3A* triplets, and also accessible
for experimental observations, are those located at λ ≈ 445 and
465 nm for A1 and λ ≈ 395 and 445 nm for A2 (Table 2S,
bold values (Supporting Information)). The electronic transitions
with the highest oscillator strengths are in excellent agreement
with those experimentally observed (see Figure 1).

Radical Anions (A1•- and A2•-). The most relevant spec-
troscopically active electronic transitions along with the oscil-
lator strengths for radical anions A1•- and A2•- have been
calculated. They are also summarized in Table 2S (Supporting
Information). The most relevant spectroscopically active elec-
tronic transitions for A•- radical anions and also accessible for
experimental observations are those located at λ ≈ 470 nm for
A1 and λ ≈ 475 nm for A2 (Table 2S, bold values (Supporting
Information)). The electronic transitions with the highest oscil-
lator strengths are in reasonably good agreement with those
experimentally observed by pulse radiolysis (see Figure 3B,
curve a, and Figure 4B, curve a).

Neutral Hydrogenated Radicals (A1H• and A2H•). In order
to obtain information about potential protonation sites in
oxoisoaporphines molecules under study (A1 and A2), PM3
semiempirical quantum mechanic calculations38 were performed.
Spin populations calculated on the optimized radical anions
(A1•- and A2•-) are treated as rough initial estimations of the
possible sites of protonation, thus allowing generation of
possible structures of neutral hydrogenated radicals A1H• and
A2H•. The structures were generated by adding an additional
proton to the radical anion structure at the highest spin density
sites. The structures of these radicals are shown in Chart 2. Only
the H+ abstracted from the amine radical cations are explicitly
shown.

Furthermore, in order to refine calculations, geometries of
the neutral hydrogenated radicals (AH•) were optimized using
the DFT-UB3LYP method with the 6-311G-(d,p) basis set, which
enables more reliable estimations of free energies of formation
of the respective radicals AH•.28,39 The results of these calcula-
tions are summarized in Table 3S (Supporting Information).

The thermodynamically most stable radicals are those pro-
tonated on either the N atom (ANH•) or the O atom (AOH•).
The former radicals are more stable by 1.89 and 6.45 kJ mol-1

for A1 and A2, respectively (Table 3S (Supporting Informa-
tion)). Therefore, due to the low difference in energy between
ANH• and AOH• radicals, for A1 in particular, one can expect
that both radicals are present in equilibrium likely mediated by
the amine excess

Figure 6. Absorption spectra recorded 150 µs after laser pulse in N2-
saturated acetonitrile solutions containing (A) 0.1 mM oxoisoaporphine
(A1) and 2.4 × 10-5 M TEA and (B) 0.1 mM 5-methoxyoxoisoapor-
phine (A2) and 7.6 × 10-5 M TEA. The shaded vertical bars in A and
B represent positions of the calculated electronic transitions for the
respective neutral hydrogenated radicals ANH• (white bars) and AOH•

(dashed bars).

ANH · ≡ AOH · (5)
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The following equilibrium constants at room temperature K )
0.47 and K ) 0.077 for A1 and A2 have been calculated,
respectively, taking the respective ∆∆G°f values from Table
3S (Supporting Information).

The most relevant spectroscopically active electronic transi-
tions for ANH• radicals and also accessible for experimental
observations are those located at λ ≈ 425 and 495 nm for A1
and λ ≈ 415 and 485 nm for A2 (Table 3S, bold values
(Supporting Information)). On the other hand, the most relevant
spectroscopically active electronic transition for AOH• radicals
is that located at λ ≈ 460 nm for A1 and A2 (Table 3S, bold
values (Supporting Information)).

Taking this set of calculations together (∆∆G°f and λ nm (f)
from Table 3S (Supporting Information)) one could expect that
contribution of the hydrogenated radicals AOH• in the experi-
mentally observed spectrum should be higher for oxoisoapor-
phine (A1) in comparison to 5-methoxyoxoiso-aporphine (A2).

In order to confront theoretical calculations with experimental
observations, the absorption spectra in acetonitrile solutions
containing either A1 or A2 and TEA were recorded at a longer
time delay after the laser pulse when one might expect only
the presence of the hydrogenated radicals (Figure 6).

It is noteworthy that a reasonably good agreement between
experimental and calculated spectra for the hydrogenated
radicals (A1H• and A2H•) was found. Moreover, the resultant
absorption spectra clearly show a contribution of both types of
hydrogenated radicals ANH• and AOH•. Furthermore, the
distinct absorption band with λmax at 460 nm present in the
absorption spectrum recorded in the acetonitrile solution
containing A1 (Figure 6A) conforms energetically more favor-
able formation of AOH• radicals in oxoisoaporphine (A1), in
comparison to 5-methoxyoxoisoaporphine (A2). The presence
of the AOH• radicals in A2 is manifested only as a shoulder.

Steady-State Photolysis. UV-Wis Spectroscopy. Steady-state
photolysis of oxoisoaporphine A1 and 5-methoxy-oxoisoapor-
phine A2 in acetonitrile in the presence of TEA resulted in the
rapid appearance of new absorption bands with maxima located
between 250 and 400 nm and a broad band centered at 500
nm. Spectra show apparent isosbestic points located initially at
λ ) 383, 399, and 415 nm for A1 and at λ ) 350 and 415 nm
for A2 (see insets in Figure 7A and 7B).

For both oxoisoaporphines, A1 and A2, the absorption spectra
recover nearly quantitatively to the initial ones when photore-

duced samples were stored either in the dark or when O2 was
admitted into reaction cells. During the recovery reaction, the
same isosbestic points appear showing a clean back conversion
of metastable photoproducts into original oxoisoaporphines
(Figure 7). Permanent spectral changes observed <320 nm in
the recovered samples were attributed to the amine oxidation
products. On the other hand, an absorption recovery to the
original absorption of oxoisoaporphines solutions diminishes
slightly when the time of photolysis is longer than that needed
to reach the maximum of absorption at λ ) 500 nm. This
observation is in line with an occurrence of slow secondary
photoreaction.

Analogous spectral behavior was observed with other tertiary
amines as DEMA, DMEA, with the appearance of isosbestic
points and a recovery of original spectra when air was admitted
to the reaction cells.

The photoreaction does not occur with secondary or primary
amines like diethylamine or ethylamine since their reduction
potentials37 are probably lower than those of tertiary amines,
thus preventing electron transfer to the excited state of oxo-
isoaporphine.

When photolysis was carried out in the presence of non-R-
H-donating amines like DABCO or TMP, spectral changes
induced by steady-state photolysis were not observed in spite
of the fact that electron transfer took place (see Radical Anions).
The lack of photoreduction with these amines confirms un-
equivocally that a transferable R-hydrogen is needed for the
metastable photoproducts formation. These coupled electron
proton transfer photoreactions are known to occur in the
photoreduction of several heterocyclic compounds.10-12,19,40-45

Photoconsumption quantum yields, Φpc, were estimated from
the oxoisoaporphines initial disappearance rate, as described in
the Experimental Section. These experiments were performed

CHART 2: Structures of Possible Neutral Hydrogenated
Radicals (AH•) Obtained from PM3 Spin Density
Calculations on the Respective Radical Anions (A•-)a

a The H atom shown is the additional proton needed to generate
AH• from A•-.

Figure 7. Absorption spectra recorded in acetonitrile solutions
containing TEA and (A) oxoisoaporphine (A1), (B) 5-methoxy-
oxoisoaporphine (A2) before photolysis ( · · · ), during photolysis when
the 500 nm band reaches the maximum (----), and after O2 admission
to the cell (s). Time evolution of the absorption spectra recorded during
steady-state photolysis of acetonitrile solutions containing 0.7 mM
oxoisoaporphines with [TEA] ) 3.0 for A1 (inset in A) and 12 mM
for A2 (inset in B). Photolysis was extended to the time when the 500
nm absorption band reaches maximum value.
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in acetonitrile solutions containing 7 × 10-5 M oxoisoaporphine
in a large excess of TEA in order to obtain a maximum growth
of the 500 nm absorption band. The obtained values were: Φpc

) 0.25 and 0.41 for oxoisoaporphine A1 and the 5-methoxy
derivative A2 at [TEA] ) 2 and 12 mM, respectively.

NMR Spectroscopy. Direct photoreduction of N2-purged
acetonitrile (CD3CN) solutions of A1 and A2 in the presence
of excess amounts of TEA, DEMA, or DMEA with [amine]/
[oxoisoaporphine] > 10 yields complex 1H NMR spectra. The
NMR spectra recorded after the first few minutes of photolysis
are characterized by the appearance of new signals that could
be attributed to metastable photoproducts, likely O- and N-
hydrogenated anions AOH- and ANH-, and to amines oxidation
products (data not shown). Interestingly, 1H NMR spectra of
photolyzed samples stored in the dark exhibit a slow recovery
to 1H NMR spectra recorded before photolysis, confirming
recovery to the starting oxoisoaporphines. This observation is
in accordance with recovery of UV-vis spectra observed in
photolyzed solutions (vide supra).

The new signals appearing at 4.2, 5.0, and 6.2 ppm were
assigned to 1-diethyl-aminobutadiene and those at 2.7 and 1.1
ppm to diethylamine. The quartet appearing near 9.6 ppm was
assigned to CHO proton of acetaldehyde. Assignments of signals
to diethylamine and acetaldehyde were confirmed by an addition
of the respective standards to the photoreaction mixture.

Aldehydes and secondary amines are expected photoprod-
ucts during amine oxidation which are formed from the
respective iminium cations. Their detection strongly points
out that photoreduction occurs by either a sequential
electron-proton-electron or electron-hydrogen transfer from
the amine to the oxoisoaporphine.40,46,47 It is worth noting
that a similar photooxidation product pattern of TEA was
observed during photoreduction of 2,3-dihydrooxo-
isoaporphines.10-12

Discussion

The present work reports for the first time on spectral and
kinetic data regarding the triplets, radical anions, and neutral
hydrogenated radicals derived from two oxoisoaporphines, i.e.,
oxoisoaporphine (A1) and 5-methoxyoxoisoaporphine (A2). In
addition, application of pulse radiolysis as a complementary
method of generation of radical ions allowed selective generation
and observation of radical anions of A1 and A2.

Spectral and Kinetic Characteristics of Transients: Pri-
mary Steps of Photoreduction. The absorption maxima as-
signed to triplets 3A1* and 3A2* are located at λmax ) 450 nm,
and they are in excellent agreement with TD-DFT calculations.
Their lifetimes are slightly shorter than those derived from 2,3-
dihydro-oxoisoaporphines11 (2,3-DHOIA) being about 35 and
45 µs for 3A1* and 3A2*, respectively. Thus, an aromatic
character of the ring-containing N atom does not have much
influence on the location of the T-T absorption as well on the
lifetimes. However, it has an influence on the triplet quantum
yields, ΦT, which for both 3A1* and 3A2* is equal to 1, larger
than those previously reported for 2,3-DHOIA11 and show that
substitution by the methoxy group at position 5 does not affect
the efficiency of triplet formation. The estimated triplet energies,
ET, were found to be almost equal, 195.5 and 193.5 kJ mol-1

for 3A1* and 3A2*, respectively.
In stark contrast to the 2,3-DHOIA where the experimentally

observed absorption bands were unequivocally assigned to the
contact ion radical pair complexes11,13 the absorption spectra
generated photochemically in A1 and A2 acetonitrile solutions
in the presence of TMP and DABCO (via reaction 6) do not

differ substantially from those generated pulse radiolytically in
acetonitrile solutions containing A1 and A2 (via reaction 7).

The only difference resides in a small shift (10 nm) of the location
of the maxima of the absorption bands. This apparent close match
between absorption spectra can be rationalized in the following
way. Either in the photochemical system the ion radical pair
complexes do not exist as the contact ion radical pairs and are
separated by solvent molecules or these complexes are not stable
and diffuse apart, forming “isolated” radical anions (A1•-, A2•-)
and radical cations of the respective amine (reaction 6).

The transient absorption spectra observed after quenching of
the respective triplet states (3A1* and 3A2*) in the presence of
the R-hydrogen-donating amines (TEA, DEMA, DMEA) also
confirm formation of the respective solvent-separated radical
ion pairs and/or “isolated” radical anions resulting from the
electron transfer between triplet states (3A1/3A2) and amines
(see reaction 6). However, in contrast to the non-hydrogen-
donating amines, their decay is associated with a development
of a broad absorption spectrum with three absorption maxima.
The spectra were assigned to two forms of the neutral
hydrogenated radicals that differ by the protonation site on either
the N atom (ANH•) or the O atom (AOH•) (vide supra). The
calculated electronic transitions and thermodynamic stabilities
of ANH• and AOH• radicals derived from A1 and A2 are
consistent with the features of the respective experimental
spectra recorded in acetonitrile solutions containing A1 and A2
(see Figure 6). The existence of two protonation sites in solvent-
separated radical ion pair complexes/“isolated” radical anions
(A1•-, A2•-) is an important observation, not previously
demonstrated in 2,3-DHOIA systems.11,13

The different features of the spectra developed in the presence
of various R-hydrogen-donating amines (TEA, DEMA, and
DMEA), especially at longer times, and associated with a
concomitant decay of the respective solvent-separated radical
ion pairs and/or “isolated” radical anions can be rationalized as
a statistical control on the proton-donating properties of the
respective amine radical cations. This statistical control should
depend on the number of methylene groups since their depro-
tonation is energetically much more favorable than that of
methyl groups. This assumption is nicely corroborated by the
efficiency of formation of the neutral hydrogenated radicals in
the presence of various amines and in the order TEA+• >
DEMA+• > DMEA+• (see Figure 5).

Stable Products: Secondary Steps of Photoreduction. The
time behavior of the UV-vis spectra together with detection
of amine oxidation products by 1H NMR during the photore-
duction of oxoisoaporphines in the presence of non-R-hydrogen-
and R-hydrogen-donating amines (TEA, DEMA, DMEA) allows
concluding that the mechanism of photoreduction of oxoi-
soaporphines is very similar to that elaborated earlier for
photoreduction of 2,3-DHOIA.10-12 These results suggest that
after simultaneous formation of the neutral hydrogenated radicals
A1H•/A2H• and the neutral C-centered R2N-•CH-CH3 a second
electron transfer should take place, resulting ine formation of
the metastable ions A1H-/ A2H- (reaction 8)

3A1*/3A2* + R3N f

[A1•-/A2•- · · ·CH3CN · · ·R3N
•+] f A1•-/A2•- + R3N

•+

(6)

A1/A2 + CH3CN•- f A1•-/A2•- + CH3CN (7)
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The iminium cation formed can react with adventitious water to
form the respective aldehyde and secondary amine (reaction 9)

Identification of 1-diethyl-aminobutadiene among other oxidation
products of tertiary amines strongly points out that a similar
mechanism operates when oxidation of TEA was induced by 2,3-
DHOIA derivatives and involves the head-to-tail coupling of the
diethylvinylamine intermediate.10

Conclusions

Our current findings show that the photoreduction mechanism
of oxoisoaporphine (A1) and 5-methoxyoxoisoaporphine (A2)
by amines resembles mostly the photoreduction mechanism
elaborated on earlier by us for 2,3-dihydrooxoisoaporhine
derivatives.11

However, some differences exist with respect to the yield
and character of intermediates. The primary steps including
excitation of the ground state of oxoisoaporphines A1/A2 to
the first excited singlet states 1A1*/1A2* followed by intersystem
crossing to the lowest excited triplet states 3A1*/3A2* show a
substantial increase in the yield of intersystem crossing in
comparison to analogous 2,3-DHOIA derivatives.11,13 Of par-
ticular interest is a short-lived intermediate resulting from a
single electron transfer between the excited triplet states (3A1*
and 3A2*) and amines that was assigned to either solvent-
separated radical ion pairs (A1•-/A2•- · · · solvent · · ·R3N•+) or
“isolated” radical anions A1•-/A2•-). In the presence of non-
R-hydrogen-donating amines (TMP, DABCO) these species
undergo efficient back electron transfer, leading to the starting
substrates. Instead, in the presence of R-hydrogen-donating
amines (TEA, DEMA, DMEA), solvent-separated radical ion
pairs or “isolated” radical anions undergo protonation that leads
to formation of neutral hydrogenated radicals A1H•/A2H•.
Moreover, there are two possible sites of protonation, N and O
atoms resulting in formation of two kinds of C-centered radicals.
These radicals probably exist in equilibrium and can be resolved
spectroscopically since they are characterized by different
electronic transitions.

Molecular modeling together with TD-DFT calculations were
used to support the conclusions about the origin of transients.
Application of the self-consistent reaction field (SCRF) method
with the polarized continuum model (PCM) adequately repro-
duces experimental absorption spectra. When the solvent effects
were not taken into account, the electronic transitions appeared
at higher energies (i.e., being blue shifted by about 50 nm). A
reasonably good reproducibility of radical anion absorption
spectra, using smaller basis, allows disregarding of diffuse
functions.
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